
UNIVERSAL SURGICAL CAP  
MATERIALS NEEDED: 

¼ yard any cotton material, print or plain 
6” – 3/8” -1/2” wide elastic band 
2- 20” tape  1/2” -3/4 “ wide  
2” tape for tab  
Pattern attached 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Cut 1 cap on fold.  (Lining is optional- cut 2 of cap if lining).  
2. Cut 1 – band  -- 15” long 
3. Serge on long side of the band and then press 1” for hem. 

 

 
4. Attach the band to the cap right sides together; matching the ends.  ** 

** If you want to do a liner, then serge the liner with the fabric and 
band at this time. 

 
 
 

5. Serge the cap and band together while “walking” the cap around while being sewn. 



Attaching the elastic, loop, and ties: 

1. Measure 6” from the band seam and attach the first end of elastic inside the 1” pressed 
hem area.  Stretch the elastic and duplicate on the other side of the band seam.  Double 
stitch the ends of the elastic to the band. 

         

 
2. Fold the 2” tab and pin in the middle of the band before serging the ends of the band 

together to finish the seam.  The loop must be on the outside of the band with the 
ends sewn with the seam. 

 

                     

3. With the 2 – 20” tape, fold one end 1/2” and place on the stitches where the end of the 
elastic was sewn.  Double stitch.  Do the same on the other side.  These are the ties for 
the hat. 

Finishing the hat: 

1. Top stitch the pressed 1” hem of the band to finish the inside of the band.  
2. Press the cap and you are done 



 

Finished cap.  

  

 

 

Pattern Attached 
Band measurements      4 ½” x 15” needed for length 

On printout:  measures -4 1 /2 “ wide  by 11” long (must add 4” to end of 
band as the print out isn’t long enough unless you use legal size to print 
your pattern) 

Cap measurements       -Cap is actual size on the printout 

- fold- 11“ long (length of paper) by 5 ½ “ top of cap to mid-line bottom  

-end of cap opening- 2 “ wide 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 


